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Abstract In response to the crisis of confidence in psychology, a plethora of solutions have been

proposed to improve the way research is conducted (e.g., increasing statistical power, focusing on

confidence intervals, enhancing the disclosure of methods). One area that has received little atten-

tion is the reliability of data. We note that while it is well understood that reliability of measures

is essential to replicability, there is a failure to apply some measure of data reliability consistently,

or to correct for chance when assessing agreement. We discuss the problem of relying on Percent

Agreement between observers as a measure of reliability and describe a dilemma that researchers

encounter when assessing contradictory indicators of reliability. We conclude with some pedagog-

ical strategies that might make the need for reliability measures and chance correction more likely

to be understood and implemented. By so doing, researchers can contribute to solving some aspects

of the crisis of confidence in psychological research.
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Introduction

Much has been written recently about the crisis of con-

fidence in psychological research (Open Science Collabo-

ration, 2015). Some scholars (e.g. Hawkins et al., 2018;

Maxwell, Lau, & Howard, 2015) have argued that the lack

of properly conducted replications is a major contribu-

tor to the crisis. Other scholars (e.g. John, Loewenstein,

& Prelec, 2012; Schmidt & Oh, 2016) have argued that

there aremany replications, as evidenced by the numerous

meta-analyses that have been published, and that the cri-

sis of confidence in psychological research is due to either

publication bias or questionable research practices. Fur-

ther still, scholars (Feng, 2014; Lilienfeld, 2017) have ar-

gued that – regardless of whether it is publication bias or

questionable research practices – the true cause of those

issues pertains to either fraud, incompetence, or uncon-

scious bias from the pressures associated with the apho-

rism “publish or perish”; all of which are alarming.

A plethora of solutions have been proposed to improve

the way psychologists conduct their research. Increasing

statistical power, focusing on confidence intervals, enhanc-

ing the disclosure of methods, and pre-registering predic-

tions and methods have all been suggested (e.g. Asendorpf

et al., 2013; Wilkinson & the Task Force on Statistical In-

ference, 1999). Although the need for greater attention to

such research design and analysis issues has been raised,

one area that has received little attention is the reliabil-

ity of data. In the current paper, we focus on reliability

as indicated by inter-rater agreement. Specifically, we dis-

cuss the failure of researchers to measure agreement and

to do so appropriately, present a data reliability dilemma

that researchers often encounter, and suggest some peda-

gogical strategies that might make researchers pay closer

attention to data reliability and, thus contribute to resolv-

ing some aspects of the crisis of confidence in psychological

research.

(Dis)Agreement on Inter-Rater Agreement

A common problem in many research situations occurs

when a dependent variable has aspects that are un-

avoidably subjective and thus potentially susceptible to

a high degree of measurement error (i.e., unreliability;

Cousineau, 2020). The measurement of subjective vari-
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ables, such as those involving a judgment of some kind,

is a widespread practice in psychology and other social

sciences. For example, researchers may be interested in

the occurrence of aggression exhibited by children in a

school yard (Pepler & Craig, 1995) or whether persons en-

gaged in group discussion show a particular leadership

style (Larson, Foster-Fishman, & Franz, 1998). Typically,

in this kind of situation researchers attempt to assess re-

liability by examining agreement between the judgments

of two or more observers. A variety of measures of agree-

ment between observers have been proposed and assessed

(Feng, 2014; Hallgren, 2012; Zhao, Liu, & Deng, 2013). There

has also been extensive discussion of the problems inher-

ent in virtually every measure of inter-rater reliability and

there appears to be little agreement on which measure a

researcher should use when assessing data reliability.

A recent paper by Grant, Button, and Snook (2017) sug-

gested one resolution of this debate. In a series of Monte

Carlo simulations, Grant and his colleagues used a novel

criterion, d-prime, to assess the performance of five relia-

bility measure indices. The criterion d-prime is an unbi-

ased indicator of raters’ sensitivity to the true presence or

absence of the characteristic being judged, and therefore is

a good proxy for objective reality. The researchers found

that Phi and Kappa coefficients performed best across vari-

ations in characteristic prevalence, and raters’ expertise

and bias. They also found that correlations with d-prime

for Percent Agreement, Scott’s Pi, and Gwet’s AC1 were

much lower. Grant and colleagues concluded that, in situ-

ations where two raters make a series of binary decisions,

researchers should choose Phi or Kappa to assess inter-

rater agreement because those indices were the least influ-

enced by variations in the decision environment and char-

acteristics of the decision makers. A further advantage of

the Kappa statistic is that its standard error is known and

thus confidence limits around any given value can be eas-

ily calculated (see McHugh, 2012). Adding confidence in-

tervals around estimates of reliability provides an indica-

tion of the measure’s precision; that is, how close the esti-

mate of reliability is to the true reliability value (see Cum-

ming & Finch, 2005).

Although methodologists disagree on the most appro-

priate measure, or in some cases, even on how to define re-

liability (Feng, 2015; Krippendorff, 2016; Zhao, Feng, Liu, &

Deng, 2018), they do agree on the need to adjust for chance

when computing inter-rater agreement. Over half a cen-

tury ago, Cohen (1960) drew attention to this need, noting

the problems inherent in simply using Percent Agreement

as a reliability index. Specifically, Cohen noted “The most

primitive approach has been to simply count up the pro-

portion of cases in which the judges agreed. . . and let the is-

sue rest there... It takes relatively little in theway of sophis-

tication to appreciate the inadequacy of this solution.” (p.

38). Yet, in the ensuing years, Percent Agreement has been

among the most popular measures in the published litera-

ture. For instance, Fallon (2017) assessed the reliability of

data reported in six forensic psychology journals between

1974 and 2015. Of 291 studies that contained a subjective

variable, almost half (47%) failed to report any measure

of reliability, and of those that did, 25% were uncorrected

for chance. Overall, it was estimated that 60% of studies

in those forensic psychology journals that contained a sub-

jective variable reported data of questionable reliability.

Similarly, the results of an analysis of inter-coder reliability

practices of all studies in two communication journals over

thirty years found that Percent Agreement was the most

frequently observed measure (23%) and was most consis-

tently used over the period of observation (Feng, 2014).

Feng concluded that the widespread reliance on Percent

Agreement is troubling and described the problems with

not correcting for chance agreement.

There is, then, a puzzling disconnect between advice

from methods experts and actual research practice. But

why? Several explanations are possible. One is that the

advice of methods experts is confusing. It is not surpris-

ing to us that practicing researchers exhibit confusion over

what reliability measures to use and how to interpret reli-

ability indices because there appears to be disagreement

among methodologists about what measure best adjusts

for chance agreement. For instance, there are over 20

published indices of reliability, all of them based on dif-

ferent assumptions about the role played by chance (Feng,

2014; Krippendorff, 2004; Zhao et al., 2018). A second ex-

planation for the popularity of Percent Agreement is that

it is easy to calculate and widely understood. Most peo-

ple have been calculating and interpreting percentages

since middle-school. A third explanation is that Percent

Agreement matches our intuitive understanding of what

it means to agree on something, in a way that probabilis-

tic thinking does not (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; also see

Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).

An Inter-Rater Reliability Dilemma

How do we go about ensuring then that researchers adjust

for chance agreement when checking data reliability? The

first step is to ensure that researchers understand the im-

portance of correcting for chance, and how to do it (not

just clicking a button that mindlessly produces a value). In

order to address this question, it may be helpful to con-

sider some of the reasons why two observers might agree

in their judgments. Consider two judges, Chris and Laura,

who observe 100 children at play and code instances of co-

operation. Each of them codes whether or not a child coop-

erates during a fixed time period. In that scenario, agree-
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Figure 1 Matrices for Chris and Laura’s coding decisions regarding the presence and absence of cooperation by children

in a playground. In Panel a, Chris and Laura say “yes” four times more often than “no”. In Panel b, Chris and Laura say

“yes” and “no” equally often. In Panel c, both Chris and Laura say “yes”more often than “no” but differ in the ratio.

(a)

Laura

Yes No Total

Chris
Yes 70 10 80

No 10 10 20

Total 80 20 100

(b)

Laura

Yes No Total

Chris
Yes 40 10 50

No 10 40 50

Total 50 50 100

(c)

Laura

Yes No Total

Chris
Yes 60 20 80

No 0 20 20

Total 60 40 100

ment might occur because both Chris and Laura are actu-

ally able to code the true presence or absence of coopera-

tion. Grant et al. (2017) referred to this kind of sensitivity

as Observer Expertise, and it is this factor that is central

to reliability. Second, agreement might occur because both

Chris and Laura come to the task with similar assumptions

about the prevalence of cooperation. Grant et al. (2017)

called this factor Observer Bias. Finally, agreement might

occur purely by chance; that is, Chris and Laura could have

been blindfolded and agreement would still be high. It

should be clear that bias and chance, although unrelated

to true reliability, might contribute to an inflated Percent

Agreement in many circumstances.

With those concepts in mind, let us work through a sce-

nario faced by Chris and Laura. After making their obser-

vations independently, they transfer each of their 100 bi-

nary decisions side by side onto a spreadsheet. They then

compute how often they agree on their observations with

Percent Agreement and Kappa. They discover that Per-

cent Agreement is 80% (proportion is .80) and the Kappa

value is .38 [95% CI: 0.13, 0.62], see Figure 1, Panel a. As

researchers, they are confronted with seemingly conflict-

ing evidence as to the reliability of their coding. On the

one hand, 80% agreement suggests to them that agreement

is high for this task. Moreover, such a positive result (i.e.,

they interpret their data as reliable) may facilitate the pub-

lication of any subsequent findings. On the other hand, a

Kappa value of .38 (and might be as low as .13) is well be-

low the generally accepted level of .70 (see Landis & Koch,

1977). Note that the upper limit of the 95% CI is still below

the generally accepted level of .70. Such a negative result

means their data are unreliable and they need to rethink

their coding.

In such a situation, Chris and Laura have at least two

options to choose from. First, they could simply focus

on Percent Agreement and forge ahead, while rationaliz-

ing that Kappa is somehow inappropriate for their situa-

tion. Alternatively, they could re-evaluate their coding sys-

tem, for example, by clarifying how they define “coopera-

tion”, and repeating the entire process by getting two new

people to complete the coding task, and computing Kappa

again (while crossing their fingers that an acceptable value

emerges). As one can envision, the latter option is obvi-

ouslymore effortful than thefirst (i.e., repeating the coding

process, perhaps more than once) and the outcome more

uncertain (it is not guaranteed that a higher Kappa can

be achieved). The decision made here by the researcher

is consequential as it ultimately determines whether the

data are treated as spurious and the results worthless, or

the data are reliable and worth sharing publicly.

Stop Rolling the Dice: We Need to Correct for Chance

Although the decision to focus on Percent Agreement may

be due to publication pressures, we also think that part of

the decision to rely on Percent Agreement is likely due to

a failure to consider the important role of chance agree-

ment. We suspect that working through the process of cal-

culating chance agreement would be instructive. Consider

the data shown in Figure 1, Panel a. Both Chris and Laura

think cooperation occurred for 80% of the children. The

chance that they will both say “yes” that cooperation oc-

curred is: 80 × 80 ÷ 100, or 64%. Similarly, the chance
that they will both say “no” that cooperation did not oc-

cur is: 20 × 20 ÷ 100, or 4%. The chance that Chris and
Laura will agree on either Yes or No is 68% (64% + 4%). Put

simply, we would expect Chris and Laura to agree 68% of

the time if they were blindfolded during the task (i.e., the

level of agreement expected by chance). If expected agree-

ment by chance (68%) is subtracted from actual agreement

(80%), the true level of agreement is a mere 12%. After

computing the adjusted index of Percent Agreement (12%)

and Kappa (.38), Chris and Laura should no longer be con-

fronted with conflicting evidence as to the reliability of

their coding. Both values indicate that their observations

were unreliable. By taking the role of expected agreement

into account when using Percent Agreement, researchers

will have a more accurate measure of reliability.

The aforementioned example assumes that the two

coders agree about the base-rates regarding the frequency

of cooperation by children and how far their base rates de-
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part from 50-50. What happens when the base-rates and/or

the ratio of yes/no decisions are different for each coder?

That is, there are instances where the two observers come

with different expectations about the prevalence of coop-

eration (i.e., their biases differ). Consider Panels a and b

in Figure 1 showing the agreement and disagreement fre-

quencies of Chris and Laura judging 100 cases when they

either disagree about the base-rates, the ratio of yes/no de-

cisions, or both. Note that, in both cases, the two observers

still agree 80% of the time.

As can be seen in Figure 1, Panel b, both Chris and

Laura think cooperation occurred for 50% of the children.

The chance that they will both say “yes” that cooperation

occurred is: 50 × 50 ÷ 100, or 25%. Similarly, the chance
that they will both say “no” that cooperation did not occur

is: 50× 50÷ 100, or 25%. When the chance that Chris and
Laura will agree on either Yes or No is added (25% + 25%),

the final level of chance agreement is 50%. If chance agree-

ment (50%) is subtracted from actual agreement (80%), the

adjusted level of Percent Agreement is 30%; the Kappa

value is .60 [95% CI: 0.44, 0.76]. As above, the discrepancy

between the Kappa value and Percent Agreement is greatly

reduced and the dilemma for the researchers is resolved.

In Figure 1, Panel c, both Chris and Laura say “Yes”

more often than “No” but Chris is more extreme in the ra-

tio of yes to no decisions (i.e., 4 to 1) than Laura (i.e., 3 to

2). Using the formulas above, the Percent Agreement by

chance would be 56%. Thus, the adjusted Percent Agree-

ment would be 80% minus 56%, or 24%. The value for

Kappa in this case is .55 [95% CI: 0.36, 0.72], reflecting a

slightly more severe but still modest correction for chance.

Note that in all three examples, the confidence intervals

exclude zero, which is suggestive of above-chance agree-

ment.

Final Thoughts

How can one replicate results if data are unreliable? You

cannot. We suspect that if researchers categorized studies

by the type of reliability measure reported (e.g., none, un-

corrected for chance, or corrected for chance), the success

of replication would be greatest for those that reported

measures that corrected for chance. It is axiomatic that

researchers should report some index of observer agree-

ment when data involve judgments of any kind. Further,

themeasure of agreement needs to be corrected for chance

(e.g., correlation, Kappa) and be reported with associated

confidence intervals. Percent Agreement’s intuitive appeal

does not outweigh the need for chance correction or for the

need for confidence intervals.

A sea change is needed with regard to the attention

researchers pay to the reliability of their data. Journal

editors must call upon researchers to include a chance-

corrected measure of reliability and associated confidence

intervals whenever research variables involve a judgment.

Graduate student teachers and mentors must demonstrate

the importance of such a practice and teach the mechanics

of doing so. We recall not so long ago that reporting con-

fidence intervals and effect sizes was the exception rather

than the rule. Currently, their reporting has become stan-

dard in the research literature. We believe the same must

happen to data reliability measurement if researchers are

to produce trustworthy research.
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